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  Dream. Discover. Dance.
Welcome to BritZa Performing Arts Studio:
Your safe space to learn, create, and perform.























  
  








  
    See our Dance Classes
  








  
    Explore Acting and Singing Classes
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    See Singing Classes
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    See Acting Classes
  












    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      


  Take our Class Finder Quiz to see what classes are the best fit for you!
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   Do you have a passion to perform?...Or even just a little curiosity?
 Come join our (super fun!) family of dancers, singers, and actors!
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                “Our family loves BritZa for many reasons, but above all, because they truly care about the dancers. There is an emphasis on values, honoring the foundation of dance, and being the best you can possibly be. The love that is poured into my girls truly builds their confidence and makes them so happy!”



              

              
                – Tricia Miller, BritZa parent



              

              

            

          
        

      

    

  








    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      


  You are unique. You are loved. You are capable.
Our instructors are here to help you achieve your creative dreams.






























  
    Meet All Instructors
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    Meet Miss Emily
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    Meet Miss Amanda
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    Meet Miss Maddi
  












    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      


  You can do hard things.
How do we know? 
Because we've seen our students achieve things they never believed possible.
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                “BritZa has been part of our family for nearly a decade. Our three daughters have thrived at the studio, as BritZa integrates quality instruction, age-appropriate choreography, and the belief that each student has the capacity to soar. From calming a nervous heart before taking the stage to building confidence that will someday move mountains, we are so proud to have BritZa as part of our village.”



              

              
                – Holly Brue, BritZa parent



              

              

            

          
        

      

    

  








    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      


  Follow our journey!
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  Stay up to date!























  
  


























  
  





  
    
      
      Sign up to hear about events, updates, and other news from BritZa Performing Arts Studio.
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    Thanks — you’re on the list!
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  Get in touch!
(605) 371-8888
info@britzastudios.com
1500 E 77th St, Sioux Falls, SD 57108
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